
Village of Newburgh Heights 
REGIONAL HEAVY HAUL PERMIT FEE SCHEDULE 

(SERVICE FEE = $25.00 PER VEHICLE) 

All permit requests shall be made at least two (2) business days (excluding *holidays) prior to the requested starting date of 
the permit.  Any request to have a permit issued sooner than the above listed requirement shall be deemed to be a “Short 
Notice” request and a “Short Notice Fee" (25% of the total permit fee) will be assessed in addition to the total permit fee.

   PERMIT TYPE    ROUTINE    SUPERLOAD 
WEIGHTS/DIMENSIONS     (WEIGHT OVER 120,000 lbs.) 
      One Way     & Return              One Way Only 

SINGLE TRIP 
Oversize Only   $15  $20 N/A  
Oversize and/or Overweight  $50  $75 $100 + ((GVW - 80,000)/2,000) 
Steel Coil(s)   $30  $50 $60   + ((GVW - 80,000)/2,000) 

CONTINUING (90 DAY) 
Oversize Only   $75 $125 N/A 
Oversize and/or Overweight $200 $275 N/A 
Steel Coil(s)  $125 $200 N/A 

CONTINUING (365 DAY) 
Oversize Only  $100 $175 N/A 
Oversize and/or Overweight $500 $800 N/A 
Steel Coil(s)  $300 $475 N/A 

BLANKET PERMITS (365) 
Construction Equipment $75          Included N/A 
*Non-Conforming “All Weights Legal” $75          Included N/A 

REVISIONS   $10 (If what is being revised changes the price of the permit, a  
new permit must be obtained 

*Holiday = Same holidays as listed on page 1 (Days/Hours of Operation) of ODOT’s OS-1A form

A surcharge of 25% will be added to the final permit fee for all permitted loads (except “Steel Coils (3 or fewer coils)) deemed to be 
“Divisible Loads” or having an ODOT permit for same vehicle/load that is considered to be a “Divisible Load”.   

Blanket Permits are for loads that are “All Weights Legal” only. 

Construction Equipment shall have the same definition as stated in the ODOT’s Special Hauling Permits Operational Guide. 

*Non-Conforming = Vehicle/Loads that are “All Weights Legal” but do not fit the definition of Construction Equipment.  Examples
include but are not limited to: Boats, Farm Equipment and Manufactured Buildings/Building Components.

Additional Fees - If required per the conditions of a permit may include but are not limited to: 
- Inspection Fees, Escort Fees and Maintenance Bonds

Permits may be issued for multiple vehicles from the same company if the requested routes are identical.  Each vehicle must be 
identified (license plate number for power unit or make and company unit number) on the permit and the vehicle/load description must 
match the same vehicle/load description as listed on an ODOT permit authorizing movement of the same vehicle/load. Permit fees for 
these permits will be determined on a case by case basis.


